Wheels: Ardith Gardner of Kettering writes: “I own a 1993 Lincoln Continental with a 3.6 fuelinjected V6 engine. It was running fine until I hit a little bump as I was stopping at a traffic light.
It quit running and would not restart. After about 30 minutes, it started and ran for about 1 1/2 miles.
And after hitting more bumps it quit again.
It is sitting in the garage now and I can start it up but I am afraid to go anywhere in it. I let it run for
about 15 minutes and shut it off. It would not restart. After 30 minutes it started. People have said bad
fuel pump or blown head gasket. Can you help me?”
Halderman: There are many things that can cause this concern, I checked with a couple of Ford
experts at the Michigan Institute of Technology for their ideas or suggestions.
Dick Krieger wrote back and said: “Too many things and all variable. Suggest fuel pressure and spark be
monitored during no-start condition. Back to basics. She should take the car to a reliable garage.
Obviously there is a loose connection because it is bump related. Could be a simple fix but these are
often not.”
Dan Avery wrote and said: “This vehicle has a reputation with wiring harness issues at:
1- The top of gas tank (fuel pump)
2- The engine harness at back of engine connecting to vehicle.
The only accurate diagnosis involves surgery.”
Thanks for your thoughts and advice Dick and Dan. I agree that this issue will need to be looked at by a
professional service technician. While the repair may not be low cost, but as you said, you cannot drive
it the way it is. I do not suggest that parts be replaced until a diagnosis confirms the need. However, it
sounds like it is a wiring fault issue, so the major expense will be for labor in the diagnosis and
disassembly of components, such as the gas tank, to find the root cause.

